Museum in nature Vysočina, Veselý Kopec
Accessibility card
Basic information
Vysočina, Veselý Kopec, 539 01



GPS: N 49.761617, E 15.836837

+420 469 326 415 (Museum office),
+420 469 333 175 (exposition Veselý Kopec)



vysocina@nmvp.cz



https://www.nmvp.cz/vysocina

Description
Museum in nature Vysočina is the only museum of this nature in the Pardubice region. It consists of
two exposition units - Veselý Kopec and Bethlehem Hlinsko (housing of small craftsmen, exposition
of carnival masks and patrols), about 8 km apart. The card describes the accessibility of the exhibition
Veselý Kopec.
The exposition at Veselý Kopec presents the housing of small farmers in the period from the mid19th century to the mid-20th century and the technical monuments of water propulsion. The
museum is open seasonal (roughly from mid-April to late October) and during thematic events
dedicated to the carnival or Christmas tradition. The guided tour lasts 90 minutes.

Accessibility
Entrance


Access to the open-air museum is free of barriers through the access road from the car park approximately 250 m by a sufficiently wide road with a compacted surface.



The area is not fenced off, there is no entrance gate.



The ticket office is located in a historical timbered building about 15 m from the access road uneven surface, longitudinal slope.



The entrance door is wide min. 80 cm with high threshold (more than 5 cm). Inside the building
there are thresholds up to 5 cm.

Exterior premises


Exposition is located in the outdoor complex.



The route between the objects has a compacted and uneven surface with tiny gravel. It is at
least 150 cm wide. It leads through undulating terrain. There are difficult sections on the route
with a longitudinal gradient of more than 6%. Stairs lead to some buildings.



The interiors of some buildings are open to visitors. The entrances to the buildings are, with
regard to their character and history, barrier-high doorsteps, stairs, narrow passages and other
barriers. There is limited space for wheelchair or pram movement in the buildings.



Most exhibits can be viewed from close distance.



In the interiors of the exhibition buildings and in the outdoor complex there are seating places
for resting.



On the route there are information and orientation boards that are well visible, both from the
position of a person sitting / small in size and from the position of a person standing, and are
well legible even for visually impaired people (large enough font, simple font, good text
contrast and background).



The texts on the information panels are in Czech, German and English languages.



The guided tour is marked with arrows. Arrows indicate the recommended route with prams,
which is also suitable for wheelchair users.

Accessible toilet


There is an accessible toilet, which is located in the building with ticket office (entrance from
the side of the building, marked with pictograms).



The cabin entrance door is min. 80 cm wide and it opens outwards.



Cabin dimensions are min. 160x160 cm.



Next to the toilet bowl, there is free space for the wheelchair (wide at least 90 cm), which does
not interfere with any equipment (waste bin, washbasin, baby changing unit, etc.).



There are handrails on both sides of the WC.



There is available a baby changing unit.

Services and equipment


In the museum there are: a souvenir shop (in the building with a ticket office, barrier access), a
restaurant (wheelchair access).



It is possible to visit museum without a prior agreement.



Guide and registered support dogs are permitted entry. (On the lead please.)



There is possibility of guided tours in German language after prior booking. There is also a
printed version of the guide in English, German and French.



There is a car park without marked parking spaces, parking capacity is sufficient.
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